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Over the summer we have had quite a few house guests, which is one of my favorite things.

I usually have a basket with tooth brushes, shampoo and such things in case an overnight guest arrives
without one of these items. This summer I decided to tighten up that situation and make a guest tray with
these items and more importantly with a coordinating look.

This guest tag is the first item that I made for my new guest tray. There are three more items that will get
each their own post and then a final post with the guest tray all put together. I can't wait to share it with you.

If you follow me on Instagram you may have seen a sneak peek of the toothbrush case that I will also be
sharing.

Here is my take on a guest tag with our guest WiFi password on the back.

I used this cardstock and set my dial to Fabric. then I cut out 6 tags.

Welcome tag for guest tray with wifi code

I got some really nice black and white striped ribbon from World Marked of all places. I cut a piece of about
3 1/2 inches and put though the slit of the tab. Then I secured it with a mini brad. I used my seam ripper to
make a hole for the brad to pass through.

(Note on the PDF version I left out the slit. That way you can print out the tag with the word printed on it
and use a punch to make a hole for the ribbon.)

Welcome tag for guest tray with wifi code

That is pretty much it. Oh and then I printed out our guest wifi info onto a sticker and added it to the back of
the tag.

Welcome tag for guest tray with wifi code

Obscured for privacy but you get the idea.
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Download here for free - for personal use.

Free Download

This is a free download for personal use. You may not sell this download or offer it on your site without my prior written
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permission.

If you have any suggestions for SVG projects you would like me to make in the future, please let me know
in the comments.
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Some blog posts contain affiliate links to products I use.  More information

This article: Welcome tag - with guest wifi password first appeared on http://ahomeforcrafts.com.
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I am a Danish American decorating life in Seattle. I love all things design and I am
especially passionate about color, scale and texture.

I can’t think of anything more fun than coming up with a new project, making it,
photographing it and sharing it with you on my websites.
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